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ABSTRACT

MatrixDB (http://matrixdb.univ-lyon1.fr/) is an in-
teraction database focused on biomolecular inter-
actions established by extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). It is
an active member of the International Molec-
ular Exchange (IMEx) consortium (https://www.
imexconsortium.org/). It has adopted the HUPO Pro-
teomics Standards Initiative standards for annotat-
ing and exchanging interaction data, either at the
MIMIx (The Minimum Information about a Molecu-
lar Interaction eXperiment) or IMEx level. The fol-
lowing items related to GAGs have been added in
the updated version of MatrixDB: (i) cross-references
of GAG sequences to the GlyTouCan database, (ii)
representation of GAG sequences in different for-
mats (IUPAC and GlycoCT) and as SNFG (Symbol
Nomenclature For Glycans) images and (iii) the GAG
Builder online tool to build 3D models of GAG se-
quences from GlycoCT codes. The database schema
has been improved to represent n-ary experiments.
Gene expression data, imported from Expression
Atlas (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home), quantitative
ECM proteomic datasets (http://matrisomeproject.
mit.edu/ecm-atlas), and a new visualization tool of
the 3D structures of biomolecules, based on the
PDB Component Library and LiteMol, have also been
added. A new advanced query interface now al-
lows users to mine MatrixDB data using combina-
tions of criteria, in order to build specific interaction
networks related to diseases, biological processes,
molecular functions or publications.

INTRODUCTION

The current version of the matrisome comprises 1027
proteins (http://matrisomeproject.mit.edu/other-resources/
human-matrisome/, (1,2)), and six glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) although a higher number of proteins are secreted
in the extracellular milieu.

This structural scaffold contributes to the organization
and mechanical properties of tissues and plays as such a
key role in tissue failure (3). The ECM is a source of bioac-
tive fragments (matricryptins), which are released by prote-
olysis and have biological activities of their own (4). The
ECM modulates cell behavior via several receptors and
this dynamic structure constantly undergoes remodeling,
which leads to diseases in the absence of appropriate reg-
ulation (5,6). The structure and functions of the 3D in-
tricate ECM network rely on numerous interactions and
the identification of key interactions for ECM assembly
and cell interplay is a prerequisite to determine how they
are perturbed in diseases. Interactions may be identified by
high-throughput assays, but many are reported in publi-
cations that focus on specific proteins. In order to inves-
tigate them at the scale of a biological process, a tissue
or an organ, these interactions must be captured individ-
ually in the literature and stored in databases. We have
built a database, MatrixDB (http://matrixdb.univ-lyon1.
fr/), focused on biomolecular interactions established by
ECM proteins, matricryptins and GAGs (7–9). MatrixDB
is an active member of the International Molecular Ex-
change (IMEx) consortium (https://www.imexconsortium.
org/) (10) and has adopted the HUPO Proteomics Stan-
dards Initiative standards for manual curation of the lit-
erature and the exchange of interaction data, either at the
MIMIx (The Minimum Information about a Molecular In-
teraction eXperiment (11)) or IMEx level. Curation is per-
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formed via the curation interface of the IntAct database
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/ (12)).

We have updated MatrixDB with a focus on GAGs
by adding cross-references of GAG entries to the Gly-
TouCan database (13), representation of GAG sequences
in different formats (IUPAC and GlycoCT (14)) and as
SNFG (Symbol Nomenclature For Glycans) images (15),
and GAG Builder (http://glycan-builder.cermav.cnrs.fr/gag/
(16)) to build 3D models of GAG sequences from Gly-
coCT codes. Gene expression data from Expression At-
las (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home/ (17)), and quantita-
tive ECM proteomic datasets (http://matrisomeproject.mit.
edu/ecm-atlas/ (2)) have been imported into MatrixDB. A
new visualization tool of the 3D structures of biomolecules,
based on the PDB Component Library (http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/pdbe/pdb-component-library/index.html) and LiteMol
(18) has been added on the Biomolecule Report pages. The
database schema has been deeply modified to speed up
queries, ease data import and export and represent n-ary
experiments. Last, advanced queries have been designed to
create lists of biomolecules of interest based on combined
criteria in order to build their interaction networks with
MatrixDB iNavigator (9).

MATRIXDB CONTENT

GAGs: from sequences to 3D models

About 50 GAG sequences interacting with proteins, iden-
tified by manual curation of the literature (19), and cross-
referenced with the ChEBI database (https://www.ebi.ac.
uk/chebi/ (20)) in agreement with the IMEx curation rules,
have been added to MatrixDB. A further cross-reference to
the major glycan repository GlyTouCan (https://glytoucan.
org/ (13)) has been added to all GAG entries of MatrixDB in
order to increase the interoperability of MatrixDB with gly-
cobiology databases. The machine-readable GlycoCT for-
mat, a unifying sequence format for carbohydrates (14), and
the images of GAG sequences based on the SNFG (15) have
been added on the Biomolecule Report pages of GAG en-
tries (Figure 1). These formats will allow users to compu-
tationally browse protein-GAG interaction data in order to
identify the chemical groups of GAGs (N-sulfate, O-sulfate,
and N-acetyl groups), and/or the uronic acid (glucuronic or
iduronic acid), which are involved in protein binding, and to
determine if they are specific of one structural and/or func-
tional protein family. This is very useful to describe bind-
ing features on GAGs in a standardized manner, to iden-
tify proteins sharing these features, and to decipher the gly-
cocodes resulting from the combination of GAG chemical
features.

Other new features of MatrixDB include the possibility to
build and display 3D models of GAG sequences, interact-
ing or not with proteins. For this purpose, we have designed
GAG Builder, a user-friendly tool based on conformational
maps of GAG disaccharides (http://glycan-builder.cermav.
cnrs.fr/gag/), and have added it to MatrixDB in association
with the CT23D converter we have developed to convert
GAG sequences in GlycoCT format to 3D models (16). The
3D models are displayed on the Biomolecule Report page
of each GAG entry when no 3D experimental structures

are available. Several GAG oligosaccharides used for bind-
ing assays are obtained by depolymerizing heparin/heparan
sulfate with heparinase I. This generates a 4,5-unsaturated
uronic acid coded in GlycoCT as HexA, which is either an
iduronic acid or a glucuronic acid. However, it is mandatory
to know the nature of the uronic acid to build a GAG model.
It is thus not possible to build a 3D model of GAG oligosac-
charides containing a 4,5-unsaturated uronic acid. Further-
more, 150 protein-GAG interactions have been added to
the updated version of MatrixDB. The numbers of GAG–
protein interactions and other interactions available in the
current version of MatrixDB (release 3.4) are listed in Sup-
plementary Table S1.

Integration of gene expression and quantitative proteomic
data

The updated version of MatrixDB contains gene expression
data imported from Expression Atlas (https://www.ebi.ac.
uk/gxa/home), including data from 450 human donors and
over 9600 RNA-seq samples across 51 tissue sites and 2 cell
lines (transformed fibroblasts and EBV-transformed lym-
phocytes) from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx)
Project (v7 release, https://gtexportal.org/home/). They are
displayed as anatomograms, heatmaps and boxplots on the
Biomolecule Report page of protein entries. Quantitative
proteomic datasets of 14 different tissues and tumors im-
ported from the ECM atlas (http://matrisomeproject.mit.
edu/ecm-atlas/ (2)) have been added to the Biomolecule
Report pages and are displayed as histograms. This al-
lows the integration in the interaction networks of quanti-
tative data reflecting the abundance of proteins expressed
simultaneously in the same tissue in vivo. Both gene ex-
pression and quantitative proteomic data can be used to
build disease-specific or tissue-specific ECM interaction
networks such as basement membrane networks (Figure
2). The largest interaction network comprises all human
biomolecules retrieved by querying MatrixDB with ‘base-
ment membrane’ in the advanced search (Figure 2A). Pro-
teomic data have then been used to select within this
network the biomolecules identified in human glomeru-
lar basement membrane (Figure 2B), human retinal vascu-
lar basement membrane (Figure 2C), human lens capsule
basement membrane (Figure 2D), and human inner limit-
ing membrane (Figure 2E). Proteomic data are thus used
to determine the biomolecules and the core network com-
mon to the studied basement membranes (e.g. COL4A1,
COL4A2, COL4A3, COL4A4, COL4A5, NID2) and to
identify biomolecules that are found only in a particu-
lar basement membrane (e.g. ANXA7 in human glomeru-
lar basement membrane, Figure 2B, ADAMTSL2 in hu-
man retinal vascular basement membrane, Figure 2C, and
EGFL7 in lens capsule basement membrane, Figure 2D).
The topology of the networks A-E is identical and has been
automatically determined by the iNavigator to minimize the
node overlaps within the networks and limit the number of
cross edges. Another example of the use of quantitative pro-
teomic data is provided in Figure 3 showing the interaction
network of human glomerular basement membrane visual-
ized with different thresholds of peptide abundance in arbi-
trary units.
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Figure 1. Biomolecule Report page of a glycosaminoglycan entry (GAG 13, a heparin nonasaccharide) where the sequence of the GAG is displayed as an
SNFG image and GlycoCT format together with a 3D model of the GAG.

A new visualization tool of the 3D structures of proteins,
GAGs and interacting complexes

The 3D structures of proteins and GAGs are visualized
on the Biomolecule Report pages with a new visualization
tool using the PDB Component Library (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/pdbe/pdb-component-library/index.html) and Lite-
Mol (18). In addition, protein sequences, secondary struc-
tures, topological diagrams, and domain annotations from
CATH and SCOP, when available, are displayed on the
Biomolecule Report pages thanks to this tool. 3D structure
of complexes formed via interactions of two or more partic-
ipants are displayed on the Experiment page when available
in the Protein Data Bank (https://www.rcsb.org/ (21)).

Representation of n-ary interactions and homodimers

The database schema has been improved. Indeed, the core
classes that stored associations and experiments have been
redesigned to speed up queries, ease data import and ex-
port and represent n-ary experiments. n-ary experiments
are now represented as such and Spoke-expanded into bi-
nary associations when appropriate (e.g. when an n-ary ex-
periment comprises a single bait Spoke expansion is per-
formed around this bait (22)). The database schema now
closely matches the PSI-MI 3.0 XML specification (23),
thus greatly facilitating data exchange with our partners
within the IMEx consortium.

Mining MatrixDB data: advanced search

We have designed an advanced query interface to gener-
ate lists of biomolecules of interest based on single or mul-
tiple, combined, criteria and the corresponding interac-
tion networks with the MatrixDB iNavigator or with Cy-
toscape (http://www.cytoscape.org/ (24)) via a SIF export.
Users can query MatrixDB by entering free text to search
for biomolecules based on identifiers, UniProtKB keywords
(25), Gene Ontology (GO) terms (26,27), diseases, and pub-
lications. Searches can be performed with a single word or
with several words. Space-separated words are considered
as a single query, whereas a comma-separated list of words
searches for all the words by default or for at least one of
the words when using the check-box. Search results can be
restricted to human biomolecules and/or to biomolecules
involved in at least one interaction. Each query returns
biomolecules listed as ‘Primary hits’ and ‘Secondary hits’.
The direct search of biomolecules returns as primary hits
biomolecules whose identifier or name matches the query,
while as secondary hits are biomolecules whose one of the
descriptive fields contains the query. Similarly, publications
whose title matches the query are returned as primary hits,
while the secondary hits are the publications with a match
in their abstract. Except for the direct biomolecule search
mode, all query modes function in two steps. In a first step,
keywords, GO terms, publications or diseases matching the
query string are returned as primary or secondary hits. In
a second step, biomolecules annotated with each keyword
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Figure 2. Interaction networks integrating quantitative proteomic data built with the iNavigator of MatrixDB. An advanced search was performed with
‘Basement membrane’ (BM) query in ‘Biomolecule information’. The query was restricted to human biomolecules only and to those involved in at least one
interaction. All the primary hits and the secondary hits were included in the interaction network (A). The global network was then filtered with quantitative
proteomic data from human glomerular basement membrane (51 nodes, B), human retinal vascular basement membrane (45 nodes, C), human lens capsule
basement membrane (40 nodes, D), and human inner limiting membrane (M) (27 nodes, E). The nodes corresponding to proteins, which were not detected
in the proteomic datasets of these membranes (peptide abundance: 0) were deleted from the networks.

Figure 3. Interaction network of the human glomerular basement membrane integrating quantitative proteomic data (i.e. different threshold values of
peptide abundance). The human glomerular basement membrane network was built with different threshold values of peptide abundance in arbitrary units
(AU): 0–108 (A), >109 (B), >1010 (C), >1011 (D) and >1012 (E).
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Figure 4. Use of the new advanced queries interface to study Ehlers-Danlos syndromes. ‘Ehlers-Danlos’ was used as a search string in several subsections
of the advanced queries interface, as shown in the green ‘query history’ window. All queries were restricted to human biomolecules involved in at least
one interaction. The ‘diseases’ subsection yielded 13 different syndromes/subtypes, which are associated with a total of 12 proteins in MatrixDB. The
‘publications’ subsection found 61 articles whose titles contain ‘Ehlers-Danlos’ (Primary Hits), and which are associated with 13 biomolecules altogether;
and also 25 additional articles as Secondary Hits shown here in blue, whose abstracts contain ‘Ehlers-Danlos’. Moving the mouse over each secondary hit
pops up the abstract with the search string highlighted, allowing to easily decide whether the biomolecules associated with a publication should be added to
the list of biomolecules of interest, shown in the pink ‘cart’ section. Clicking on ‘build interaction network’ in this cart section launches iNavigator to build
a network comprising all selected biomolecules and their partners as a starting point. The interaction networks can then be filtered using gene expression
data, proteomic data and interaction detection methods.

or GO term, or associated with each publication or disease,
can be added to the list of biomolecules of interest (named
‘current cart’ and displayed in pink, see Figure 4), either
as a batch with a single click or one by one. The list of
queries performed along with their results can be viewed in
the ‘queries history’, and individual queries can be deleted
without affecting other queries. Finally, biomolecules in the
cart are used to build their interaction network integrating
their partners. An example of advanced queries is displayed
in Figure 4.

Conclusion

The representation of GAG sequences binding to pro-
teins in the machine-readable GlycoCT format is useful to
browse MatrixDB to determine the chemical groups and
sizes of GAGs contributing to their interactions with struc-
tural and/or functional protein families, and to decipher
the GAG glycocodes. The possibility to build 3D models of
GAGs from sequences written in the GlycoCT format us-
ing the GAG builder tool further refines our understanding
of the molecular mechanisms of GAG-protein interactions
and provides new insights into the 3D structure of GAG-
protein complexes. The integration of quantitative ECM
proteomic datasets is another major improvement, which

allows the building of tissue-specific interaction networks
based on the presence of the proteins and not only on ex-
pression data, which is an asset given the weak correlation
between transcriptomic and proteomic datasets. Finally, the
new advanced query interface can be used to create lists of
biomolecules of interest, based on individual or multiple
queries (e.g. biomolecule name, biological processes, molec-
ular functions, diseases and publications) in order to build
specific interaction networks related to any of these topics.

DATA AVAILABILITY

MatrixDB interaction data are available at http://matrixdb.
univ-lyon1.fr/

The ECM atlas is available at http://matrisomeproject.
mit.edu/ecm-atlas/

The CT23D converter tool is an open source collabo-
rative initiative available in the GitHub repository (https:
//github.com/OlivierClerc/convert-glycoct-inp).

The GAG builder tool, integrated into MatrixDB
database, is also available at http://glycan-builder.cermav.
cnrs.fr/gag/

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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